Please Stand by this talk will start soon!
From Dark Visitors to Valued Allies.
You may have seen me rob a bank on NatGeo TV show Breakthrough Season 2...

WeChat: JaysonStreet Twitter: JaysonStreet
Website: http://JaysonEStreet.com
You may have seen me on the news discussing Hacking & security related topics....

WeChat: JaysonStreet Twitter: JaysonStreet
Website: http://JaysonEStreet.com
Or you may have unfortunately seen me in your server room!... ;-)
What does it mean to be a Hacker?
What does it mean to be a Hacker?
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Shen Kuo

Professor Huang Hongjia
Hackers provide a valuable service to society by discovering vulnerabilities & Reporting them!
Why are there no Black Hat Bankers?!?
If something is broken but not discovered is it less broken?
Companies that help.

Resources
1. https://bugcrowd.com/
2. https://hackerone.com/
If something is broken but not discovered is it less broken?

Resources

1. Microsoft

2. Apple
   https://techcrunch.com/2016/08/04/apple-announces-long-awaited-bug-bounty-program/

3. Cisco
   ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????
A global community is just that GLOBAL! <3
What does it mean to be part of the DEF CON & Hacker Community?
Myth VS Reality
Perceptions

How long will it take to fix any problems we find in our beta product?

It is logically impossible to schedule for the unknown.

Try to think as a manager, not as an engineer.

In that case, we'll fix the problems before we find them.
A global community is just that GLOBAL! <3
Now let’s learn from others

Discussion and Questions????

Or several minutes of uncomfortable silence it’s your choice.

This concludes my presentation Thank You!!!
My own lil page!
http://JaysonEStreet.com

Interested in me being your teachable moment.
jburns@sphereny.com

Twitter @jaysonstreet
WeChat jaysonstreet
Also on LinkedIn too! ;-)